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-N1UMERICAL SOLUTION OF WAVEGUIDE PROBLEMS

UtSING FINITE DIFFERENCE M4ETHODS

K. Pontoppidan

Introduction In a paper by Davies and Mluilwyk [1] the finite difference
method was described and used for waveguide problems. The basic idea is to

subdivide the waveguide cross section by a grid into a number of small

squares. A difference formula is set up for each mesh point of the grid
and the resulting matrix eigenvalue problem is solved by successive overre-

laxation. Only the dominant mode is found using this method. Beaubien and

Wexler [2] modified the method in order to be able to obtain convergence
towards any desired node.

In both of the abovementioned methods, the boundary is approximated
by line segments which join the outermost mesh points. For waveguides for

which the boundary coincides with the grid lines, the methods are very ac-

curate. However, for waveguides with curved boundaries, the approximation
of the boundary reduces the accuracy significantly.

The aim of this raper is to present a modified version of the finite

difference rethod by which it is possible, also for curved boundaries, to

accurately determine the dominant mode and a number of the higher order

modes. The determination of higher order modes is based on orthogonaliza-
tion with respect to all lower order modes which therefore must be stored

during the computations. As a consequence of this, only relatively coarse

meshes can be used. In order not to loose accuracy in case of curved boun-

daries as described a1bove, additional points on the boundary are used toge-

ther with the ordinary mesh points.

Finite difference solution A uniform, lossless, hommogeneously filled
waveguide of arbitrary cross section is considered. The electromagnetic
fields in the waveguide can be determined from the solution 4 to the

4Jel]mholz equation

7 + k = 0 , (1)
where k is the cut-off wave number. The boundary conditions are-

4 = 0 for TM-modes and at = 0 for TE-modes. (2),(3)

The cross section of the waveguide is subdivided into squares by a grid as

shown in fig. 1 and the field is to be determined in each mesh point of the

grid. The distance between the grid lines is h. For interior points, the

Helmholz equation is approximated by a finite difference formula. For the

point o and its four neighbours 1-4 in fig. 1, this is

+l/h1+ 4)2/h2 _3/h3 + 4 /h4 1 1h + 2%
h+ h h +hLhh.(.,h-+----) +k40O . (i
1 2 3 4 1 2 34

For points for which none of the neighbours are on the boundary, (4) is re-

duced to

1 +2 +
2 )3k 4 - 40 + (kh)24 = 0 (5)

For boundary noints, which means points of intersection between the
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Fig. 1. Subdivision of wave-
guide cross section
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Fig. 2. Boundary point with

corresponding normal

boundary and the grid, such as point P in fig.
2, the field value is deterrmined by the boun-
dary conditions. For TNI-modes this is p = 0.
To satisfy the boundary condition for TE-modes
the following method has been applied. The
points a and b are found as noints of inter-
section between the normal n to the boundary
and the grid lines. The field values

a
and

fb in a and b are determined by linear inter-
nolation between and 2 and between 2 nd

respectively. The field along n is an-
pgoximated by a second order polynomial which-
hias the valuies ¢ and in a and b and for
which the derivative in P is zero. Analyti-
cally, the field is &xpressed by

P h 2 h2;z ) 6a b b a
0 a

wanereb and hnb are the distances from P to a

and b, resDectively.
Now, the computations prroceed as follows.

An initial mesh size h is chosen (normally 1/ht
or 1/8 of a dominant length in the cross sec-
tion). The boundary shape is given bv a func-
tion expression and the distance from each
boundary point to the nearest interior point
is calculated and stored. AUl initial field

values are set equal to unity except the boundary points for T1i-nodes which
are set equal to zero. For the initial eigenvalue, k = 1 is used.

The finite difference formula (4) or (5) for all interior roints
forms a system of equations w;hich is solved by successive overrelaxation.
After each completed relaxation process, the boundary values are adjusted
according to (6) in the case of TBE-modes. For TMt-modes, the boundary
points are left unchanged equal to zero. The equations cannot be satisfied
since the eigenvalue is not correct. A new and better eigenvalue is ob-
tained by the Rayleigh quotient

- tda

JAtda

(7)

where A represents the area of the cross section. The integrals in (7) are
evaluated numerically from the current field values. The relaxation is re-
peated with the new eigenvalue and the process is continued until two con-
secutive eigenvalues only differ by a certain prescribed amount.

Orthogonalization The method described above is known to converge to-
wards the smallest eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenfunction. Higher
order modes, however, may be found in the same way if they, in addition,
are re uired to be orthogonal to all previously determined lower order
modes L31.

Let ¢' represent the current field of mode number m after one relaxa-
m Ition and suppose, that all lower order modes hiave been determined. f' is

usually not orthogonal to the lower order modes and therefore a new
MM

is
calculated in all points of the mesh by
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rr da

fr.l m L t d n(&n-l1A n

for which the orthogonality condition is satisfied.
The determination of higher order modes 'is performed as follows.

hlaving calculated the first order mode to the required accuracy, the second
order rode is determidned in the same way and by applying (8) after each re-

laxation. This procedure is continued until all required nodes are deter-
mined.

WAhnen the nrobleem is solved for the first coarse mesh, a finer mesh is
generated by halving the distance between grid lines. In doing this, the
number of mesh points is increased by a -factor four and the fields in thXe
new mesh points are determined by linear interpolation from. the already
known values. Again, the relaxation procedure is repeated for each mode
until the required accuracy is obtained. The mesh-halving technique can be
apnlied as far as storage requirement permits.

Con'.uted results The computer program has been tested for waveguides
with known solution. WIThen three consecutive eigenvalues have been found,
an extrapolated eigenvalue is determined by Aitken extrapolation. Especi-
ally for TN-modes, this gives a very signrificant improvement of the result.

Tables 1 and 2 show h,h eigenvalues obtained for the three lowest
order modes in a circular waveguxide of diareter 2a. It is Seen that the

Table 1, Circular TE-nodes

/2a 11 " 01
kha erro r > extr. ka error,% extr. ka error,% extr.

i/S 1.85731 1.7 3.2354 6.0 3.7950 1.0
1/16 1.0559.0 1.0O .81407 2 S-t 3. 8231 0.*2
1/32 1.85i6 0.6 1.8372 3.0920 1.2 3.0405 3.3327 0.03 3.3377
1/64 1 0.437 1 .3D 35.0755 0.7 06707.

exact 1.3412 3 .0542 3.8317

hable 2, Circular o4-nodes

h
' TMT~.W2a-01 --1 21

_____ extr| error, 1+ extr. 1 extr.
71/8uw w 386 3 7 -r3 3 * 732.943.1
1/16 2.3 71 09701 1

1/32 .i 0 . 052 3.8254 01 3.328 5.1220 0.i255 h1405
1/6;4 __ _ __ _ _ ______________________30__ ___.__4__._ __

eXact 2.3403 3.8317 5.1356
error, is almost proportional to h for TB-modes and proportional to h2 for
TV-nodes. The lesser rate of convergence for TE-modes is probablv due to
the more complicated boundary condition.

Figs. 3a and 3b) show the-i error for different rmeshi sizes for the doei-
naant modes in thI circular waveguirie. For comrarison, the results obtained
bv Djavies and aTui1.ykare lso shiown. For the ?F4-node, the existence of
the addtitional boiundary points used in the present theoryg,;ives an accuracy
wTihicl, withiiout these boundtary 7roints, is otltained only after further 2-3
nesh-hl1alvings. Since each mesh-halving involves four times as many mesh
roints, b-oth compnuting; tir-e andt core storage are significantly reduced.
F,or the 7T50 -modoe, the improverment of the accuracy is even more pronounced
oeautllse of the more ranid convergence in this case. Tn fig. 4 the converg-
';ce of a higher order mode is shown, namely tihe secon& order
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Fig. 3a. Convergence,
circular TE
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TNii -mode in a circular waveguiide. The re-
v Msdis obtained by Beaubien and Wfexler are

shown, too, for comparison. Esnecially for
small mesh lengths, the convergence is im-
proved. The increasing error (which is due
to the fact, that the correct value has been

_ passed) observed in the restult by Beaubien
and Wdexler is probably again due to their

1/8 hfla less accurate fitting of the boundary.
Test computations for rectangular cross

for sections give, as expected, results which are
-mode similar to those obtained by the two above-

l mentioned methods.
The number of modes that can be determi-

ned by this method is limited by the avail-
able computer core storage and the reauired
accuracy. If about four rodes are required,
the computing times per mode are roughly one
minute for TE-modes and 20 sec. for TM-modes.
The computations have been made on an IBMA
7094 computer and a maximum of about 10.000

_ locations have been used for the storage of
1/8 h/2a up to six modes.

Conclusion Using the method presented
for here, it is possible to determine the domi-
-mode nant mode as well as a number of the higher

order modes in waveguides of arbitrary cross
section. The method requires little computer
time and the accuracy for cross sections with
curved boundaries is improved compared to
other methods. The limitation of the method
is that for the determination of a single

/ higher order mode, it is necessary to deter-
mine and store all lower order modes.

1/16 h/2a

Fig. 4. Convergence, for
circular TM4 -mode
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